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An action RPG based in the world of “Dragons of the Elden Ring Cracked Accounts”. Set in the epoch
of a myth, you are “Tarnished”, a character born from the mythical power of the Elden Ring. Thrown
into the middle of a dark war, you become embroiled in the rebellion taking place in the Lands
Between. 1. East •Unique Rule Base that Fuses a Role-Playing Game System with a Dynamic Action
System A rule base in which all enemies, except for bosses, are defeated when they are hit. Your
primary missions are side quests. When a connection with the enemy lord is established, the dual
characters fight in a dual role battle. • Controls with Tactile Sensitivity Since all enemies are
defeated when they are hit, melee attacks are a key component. Controls have been tuned to make
it easy to use while still being enjoyable. • Unique Dual Movement System that Connects Multiple
Game Worlds In addition to the regular movement methods of quickly moving in a direction, the
second move method allows you to move in a direction of your choosing. • Enchant Your Equipment
When swords are equipped, you can freely raise and lower the enchantment levels. By equipping a
shield or armor, you can use synergy attacks or block. By equipping dual-weapon combinations, you
can use even stronger attacks. • Your Life is a Gauge that Defines Your Skill Since your life can be
depleted from attacks, you must carefully use skills that increase your life. You can directly attack
the enemy lord to temporarily recover your health. • A Lifeless Hero Needs to Develop Skill Players
can select any game world they wish to play in at the start of a new game. However, you can only
change to a new game world during the battle with the Game World boss. • Skilled Characters with a
Feeling of Achievement The character who can fight the enemy lord the most is the best in the
group. You can acquire a sense of accomplishment by striving to defeat bosses. 2. Kalka River Ring •
A Rule Base that Spans a Variety of Game Worlds All game worlds are connected. You can move
freely between all of them. By completing certain quests, you can enter other game worlds. • A
Reversal of the Scale of Combat Combat takes place horizontally on a predetermined scale. Weapon
durability is low. However, weapons with a lot of powerful attacks are very rare. • Players Become
Fans

Features Key:
A Long Story A story with more than two hours of content, perfectly suited for completion in just a
few days.

Beautiful World Visually defined landscapes with richly designed dungeons and vast wilderness
areas.
Flexible Skill System Design your play style, complete quests, and challenge hardened monsters!
Risk & Reward A clear system that allows the player to deal with unexpected situations.
Leaderboards Dedicated leaders of the IDGA guilds - join now!

SPECIAL FEATURES:

Tactical Battle System A refined system where the player closely controls the battle with his/her
actions alone using a card-like system.
Adventurer-like System A dynamic battle system that allows the player to freely choose their actions
and toggle a huge variety of event conditions on the battlefield.

Visual Turn-based Battle A system where you can use a visual indicator to make tactical choices
during battle.

Elden Ring is set in the far future. Elden Rings, or "Arms", are the
ancient devices that manipulate the displacement of time. Since the
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dawn of time, they have been used for countless military reasons,
and have also been used to harness time even further. The Empire, a
government formed by splintering an ancient empire, then later
reuniting that empire, utilized the powers of the Arms to lay the
groundwork for its development. At some point, an explosion of
energy occurred, wiping out all trace of civilization and resulting in
the formation of the Lands Between. The Emperor died, the
aristocracy collapsed, and the world began to remain stuck in feudal
slavery.

Witness the beginning of a new era, and step into the role of a noble
character on your quest for power.

Also see the prequel, "The Arma Formal: Chapter 1", which tracks
the rations of those who first found the Arms.

Wipe your tears and get ready to become a hero.

See what we've been up to 
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Character Creation * Create and Customize Your Character *
Customize Your Character 1. choose a Race (White, Elf, Dwarf, Orc,
and Human) 2. Customize your character's Appearance (Head, Hair,
Eyes, Costume, etc.) 3. Customize Your Character's Abilities (Use
Points to Upgrade and Enhance Your Character) 4. Choose Your
Class (Weapons, Armor, and Magic) Class Name: (Examples: Warrior,
Monk, Wizard, etc.) Class Requirements: 1. Warrior (MUST have 4
Unique Attachments) (Choosing the class, leveling, and skill points
are important to create your own unique profile.) 2. Thief
(REQUIRED) (Always choose the Thief class!) 3. Combat (REQUIRED)
(Always choose the Warrior, Paladin, or Ninja class.) 4. Magic
(REQUIRED) (Always choose the Magic class!) 5. Prayer
(DISCOURAGED) (Always choose the Priest class!) 6. Summoning
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(DISCOURAGED) (Always choose the Summon class!) 7. Second Class
(DISCOURAGED) (Always choose the Item class! Show off by
obtaining EXP and Items!) 8. Third Class (DISCOURAGED) 9. Skill -
Special Skills (No cost in Skill Points) 10. Skill - Class Skills (Costs 1
point in Skill Points) 11. Skill - Item (Costs 1 point in Skill Points) 12.
Skill - Customized (Costs 4 points in Skill Points) 13. Skill - Passive
(Costs 3 point in Skill Points) Game System Gameplay In Fantasy
Ring, during gameplay, when you play a level, you will have to use
Points to progress. It is possible to change the current character
level to a higher level. 1. Current Level (Maximum Level) You can
select the current level while selecting your class. 2. Advantages of
a higher level During gameplay, your class becomes advanced and
you have access to a higher level of abilities. In order to check the
current level, tap on the Escape (Red button) located in the bottom
right corner of the screen. Points (Experience Points) During
gameplay, your character will receive

What's new in Elden Ring:

The game will take place in a new world that has appeared between
reality and another world. The world is divided into kingdoms, where
each has its powerful rulers. A long time ago the entire planet was
placed upon a foundation, creating an enormous space. Every other
world is within this space that is completely enclosed by the planet,
and has been since then. This is called the Realms Between.

The brave adventurer, the heroic fighter, and the courageous lord -
play as these three types of characters to receive assistance as you
journey to the Elden Lords, the power elite of the Realms Between.
Be certain not to become entrapped in the Lands Between. Embrace
your destiny and journey the conflict-torn lands of the Realms
Between! The future is about to unfold, great adventurers!

Feast your eyes on the beautiful screenshots and pre-production
trailer.
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